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cfa mba package: the cfa mba package is available
for the spring, summer, and fall cfa mba
examinations, which begin on march 24, june 1, and
august 15, respectively. with this package, you can
purchase all courses in one package and save up to
27% over separate course purchases. if you are a
student or member of cfa institute in good standing
with your final semester completed in fall 2022, you
are eligible for the cfa mba package. the cfa mba
package includes a 1-year subscription to the cfa
online test bank, which is the most comprehensive
learning resource available for the cfa exam. it
contains a 1-year subscription to the cfa online test
bank, which is the most comprehensive learning
resource available for the cfa exam. all cfa online test
bank resources are available for use from october 1 to
january 1, with the exception of the cfa level 1, level
2, level 3, level 4, and cpa exam practice tests and
the review tests in the yearbook. the cfa online test
bank does not contain content aligned to the cfa level
3 exam. the cfa institute, the largest professional
association dedicated to building and preserving the
cfa designation, is the sole accreditor of the cfa
program. the cfa program, a rigorous curriculum that
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prepares candidates to pass the cfa level 1
examination and leads to the cfa designation, is the
standard of excellence. the cfa program includes:
coursework, passing a series of exams, and making a
real-world contribution through cfa candidacy.
candidates who become cfa charterholders earn the
cfa designation, which has become the standard of
professional excellence for those who aspire to be
tomorrow’s investment leaders.
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course refunds: you may request to cancel your cfa
review (cfr) product only within 10-days of activation

of any of the materials. to qualify for a refund, no
more than 10% of the course (lectures, qbank, or a

combination there-of) may have been used per exam
section. all cfa review refunds are subject to a

cancellation fee of $75 (for single section purchases)
or $250 (for package purchases), plus any applicable

shipping charges. no return of merchandise is
necessary. “refund policy” does not apply to any

subscription you may have purchased from an outside
cfa institute website. for example, if you have

purchased an annual subscription to cfa institute via
cfa virtual university, you cannot request a refund for
the purchased subscription. this is because the refund

policy is reserved for cfa institute products. if you
purchased a subscription to cfa institute through cfa
virtual university, you can only request a refund for

the purchased subscription via the refund policy. once
you are registered, you will receive access

information on the bottom of your confirmation email.
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access to the cfa boston online test bank is granted
until the date of the next cfa exam (determined by
date of purchase). this is a bank of the past three
years of cfa boston practice exams. the practice

exams are based on the learning outcome statements
for the specified year. please note that some learning

outcome statements may not be contained in the
2022 body of knowledge. the test bank will not
provide you with an actual grade. all registered

candidates have access mock exams by cfa institute.
this can sound obvious to some, but there are quite a

number of candidates every year that dont even
know they have a free material from cfa institute. the
number of mock exams and formats vary from year to

year, but do not miss this opportunity to get some
practice direct from cfa institute. 5ec8ef588b
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